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Finding New Oil and Gas the Old-Fashioned Way





10:00am-5:00pm
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7:00am-8:00am 

8:00am-5:00pm
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5:00pm-7:00pm

8:00am-5:00pm

7:00am-8:00am 

8:00am-5:00pm

8:00am-5:00pm

11:30am-1:00pm

1:00pm-2:00pm

8:00am-3:00pm





                 

          
      

              
                

  
  
 
 
  

 
  
  
 
 

Parking is estimated to be 
$10/daily or $2/hourly
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Come to the Awards Ceremony to find out the Recipients



Come to the Awards Ceremony to find out the Recipients

It might just be a surprise!



Featuring a Fireside Chat with 

Moderators: Troy Johnson & Michael Hale 

Fossil Future: Why

Global Human Flourishing Requires More Oil, Coal, and Natural Gas—Not

Less.

Books will be for sale courtesy of Full Circle Bookstore

Featuring a Fireside Chat with 

Moderator: Mark Oekerman

Books will be for sale courtesy of Full Circle Bookstore



may be



Field Trip Leaders: Jim Tull, Stephens & Johnson Operating Co. and Jordan 

Williams, Gulf Exploration LLC



Field Trip Leaders: David Hull & Andrew Cullen



Revisiting and Re-assessing the Middle to Upper 
Mississippian in a Core Transect across the 
Anadarko Shelf

Instructors: Dr. Buddy Price, Devon Energy; Dr. Jim 
Puckette, OSU, & Dr. Michael Grammar, OSU 

Date/Time: Sunday October 8th, 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Cost: $45 (Students $15)



Geochemistry as the Most Useful Tools for Evaluating 
and Developing Conventional and Unconventional 
Plays 

Instructor: Dr. Wahid Rahman, Director of Geoscience and 
Laboratories, Impac Exploration, Inc., Houston, Texas

Date/Time: Sunday October 8th, 8:00 am-4:00 pm 

Cost: $145 (Students $45)

•

•

•

•

•

•



From Rocks to Models: Geological Reservoir 
Characterization and Modeling

Instructor: Dr. Matthew J. Pranter, University of 
Oklahoma

Date/Time: Saturday October 7th, 8:00 am-4:00 pm 

Cost: $145 (Students $45)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Carbonate Play Development in Paleozoic Sequences of 
the Midcontinent Region: Influence of Physiographic 
Setting and Structural Controls

Instructor: Dr. Jeff Dravis, Dravis Geological Services, Houston, 
Texas

Date/Time: Saturday-Sunday October 7th-8th, 8:00 am-4:00 pm 

Cost: $290 (Students $90)



Prospecting and Being an Independent

Instructor: Lance Ruffel, Lance Ruffel Oil & Gas, LLC

Date/Time: Sunday October 8th, 9:00 am-3:00 pm 

Cost: $145 (Students $45)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Sign up Deadline is 9/18

Sign up deadline is 10/6

okcstreetcar.com

Cancelled





2931 West 21st Street Come See Us In Booth 73/74 Michael P Smith, PhD

Tulsa, OK 74107 USA at AAPG MidCon in OKC President

918-583-2474 www.AdvancedHydrocarbon.Com Michael@AdvancedHydrocarbon.Com

Untapped Value from Well Cuttings
for Pay identification and Reservoir characterization

RVStratsm- Rock Volatiles Stratigraphy

AHS technology provides advanced volatiles well logs and innovative interpretation from mass spectrometer
analysis of well cuttings, drilling muds and core samples. Unconventional (pilots and laterals) and vertical
conventional wells (old and new) can be analyzed; samples from oil based muds and PDC drilling bits can be
analyzed and interpreted.

AHS has developed an independent predictive 

analysis and interpretation for:

• Pay identification & HC characterization
(C1-C10):

o Pay zones, proximity to Pay

o Water contacts, fresh H2O

o HC migration history

o Estimated ultimate recovery (EUR)

o API predictions (oil vs gas)

• Rock properties prediction:

o Properties logging:

▪ Perm (k) trends

▪ Wettability

▪ Mechanical strength

o Reservoir compartmentalization:

▪ Fault identification

▪ Fracture recognition

▪ Seal(s) detection

• Report development & consultation:

o Volatile well logs:

▪ HC’s and rock properties interpretation

o Operational recommendations within Ops 

time constraints:

▪ Pay and missed pay identification

▪ Landing zones identification

▪ Proximity to pay indicators

▪ Completion recommendations:

stageSubsurface stage by 

performance

o Mapping: HC and rock properties

Advance Hydrocarbon Stratigraphy’s low cost innovative patented technology is being utilized for production and

exploration wells, conventional, unconventional and hybrid reservoirs in US domestic and international basins –

and used in applications for geothermal, CCS site evaluation, and helium exploration.

Contact AHS for your hydrocarbon characterization, rock property predictions and expert consultation.

ADVANCED HYDROCARBON STRATIGRAPHY

(AHS)

Pay and Reservoir Volatiles Log

Sampling intervals of 10’ to 30‘ are collected, analyzed and characterized for HC
pay, proximity to pay, non-pay and rock properties to provide a comprehensive 

report and operational recommendations

http://www.advancedhydrocarbon.com/
mailto:Michael@AdvancedHydrocarbon.Com






Helium 

10,500ppm

Hydrogen 

115,000ppm

C4 - C8

Booths 61 & 62

BLACK EXPLORATION LLC
B e h o l d t h e T u r t l e…

Bruce A Black, PhD
(505) 486-3808

koko16@earthlink.net

Bruce H Black
(505) 402-5900

brucehblack@icloud.com

33,840 acres
Similar to Gullfaks Field, North

Sea in Structure and Size

(1.6 BBOE capacity)

GULLFAKS FIELD

mailto:koko16@earthlink.net
mailto:brucehblack@icloud.com


The Cherokee Shale courtesy of

The Marchand Sand Courtesy of

The Woodford Shale Courtesy of



4cast 48
4cast is a cutting-edge platform designed for the efficient evaluation of oil and gas assets. With a data-integrated 

workflow, it equips operators, mineral buyers, and sellers with the tools they need for swift and precise valuations.

AAPG 5

The American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) is one of the world's largest professional geological

societies. AAPG works to advance the science of geology, especially as it relates to petroleum, natural gas, other

subsurface fluids, and mineral resources; to promote the technology of exploring for, finding, and producing these

materials in an economically and environmentally sound manner; and to advance the professional well-being of its

members. AAPG was founded in 1917 and is headquartered in Tulsa, Oklahoma; currently almost one-third of

members live outside the United States.

Advanced

Hydrocarbon

Stratigraphy
73 & 74

Advanced Hydrocarbon Stratigraphy (AHS) provides a unique perspective on the subsurface via the direct analysis of

subsurface fluids entrained in cuttings or core rock samples whether they are decades old unpreserved legacy materials

or hermetically sealed fresh at the wellsite. 40+ volatile compounds are directly measured on a custom built and

patented cryo-trap mass spectrometer system developed in house by AHS at its lab in Tulsa, OK. From serving clients in

unconventional and conventional oil and gas, geothermal, helium, carbon capture, and hydrogen; if you want to

understand what fluids are in the subsurface, if they have migrated, been impacted by offset production or

neighboring geological features, and/or how they interact with the rocks around them then our unique Rock Volatiles

Stratigraphy technology and award winning technical team will tell you more than you could imagine to help you

answer your subsurface questions quickly and effectively.

Black Exploration 61 & 62
Black Exploration, LLC specializes in true Frontier Exploration. It is actively exploring for new oil and gas fields, as well

as helium and hydrogen in high potential, lightly explored sub-basins of the Rio Grande Rift in New Mexico.

Canamera Coring 97
Canamera Coring is the leader in conventional and specialty coring services within North America. Our focus is to

deliver innovative, cost effective, and practical coring solutions paired with renowned customer service.

Columbine
Corporation

43
We are driven to be the best geological well-site service company in the country. Our professional well-site geologists

utilize a massive team of resources and tools to provide the best in class and integrated formation evaluation services

in the industry. We consistently strive to maximize our customer’s return on investment by delivering the most

detailed subsurface geological data in any area. We promote a culture of integrity, dedication, quality, collaboration

and safety.

Commissioners of

the Land Office
95 The primary purpose of the CLO is to administer the school land trust funds for the production of income for the

support and maintenance of the common schools and the schools of higher education.

Core Geologic 41
Experts in subsurface navigation and home of GeoFLEX® - geologic horsepower, on demand. We can be your complete

geological team or augment specific needs to support your operations.

Datalog+Geovision 42
DataLog provides reliable mud logging services, accessible day or night, for operations geologists. GeoVision specializes

in precise geosteering, offering valuable insights and a fresh perspective to oil companies. Together, we deliver

comprehensive expertise for successful oil and gas operations. FIELD TESTED. FUN-LOVING.

DB Beading 9

Based in Oklahoma City, DB Beading is driven by the visions of creative artists Debra Wilson and Betty Hollrah. Both

concierge designers are sharing their passion by making one-of-a-kind jewelry for individuals plus the teaching of

private and group classes. These master artists are skilled in Kumihimo, peyote stitching, brick stitching, loom weaving,

stringing, wire wrapping and knotting.

Diversified Well

Logging LLC
63

Diversified partners with clients to lower finding and development costs, decrease the risk profile, increase reserves,

and to improve capital efficiencies and returns on investment. We are on the cutting edge of innovation in the fields of

robotics and automated sample collection, including quantitative measurements using robotics and AI data-driven

solutions. Our technologies provide high-resolution and compositional analysis to assist our clients' operational

activities with more safety, less risk, and increased certainty.

FieldGeo Services 46 & 47

Field Geo Services Inc. is a full service geology company that provides multiple and layered levels of subsurface and

wellsite analysis. Our specialties include traditional manned mudlogging, technical geosteering services, advanced

geochemical mudlogging and subsurface geochemical modeling and analysis. We have the capability to perform all

levels of evaluation of your basin or subsurface geology. From laboratory based x-ray diffraction to onsite rock physics

evaluation using x-ray fluorescence, our blend of field-based techniques integrating geochemical data increases drilling

efficiencies, completions, and increases the velocity of understanding of your project goals.

Galvanic 70
Galvanic Energy is a privately held geoscience-driven exploration company with expertise in reservoir characterization

and mineral acquisition. Employing innovative, proprietary discovery methods, Galvanic seeks to identify safe,

affordable and sustainable lithium resources within continental U.S. brine reservoirs.

GeoEdges Inc
82 & 83

GeoEdges Inc. creates and licenses its proprietary, digital, subsurface, geological map layers to the petroleum industry

and to other energy-related companies. We have the best subsurface geological maps available for all of the United

States, Canada, Mexico, and beyond. Not just for the topical energy plays, but for all the plays … all the basins … and all

the productive zones. Come and see us at the show!

Geologists Wives

Association 2 The Geologist Wives Association was founded in 1947 and proudly supports the geologic community.

GeoLumina 68
NVZN AI for the Digital Subsurface. Your interpretation assistant that structures and analyzes data. Unlocking insight

and orchestrating work.

GeoMap Company 39 & 40

Geomap is the leading supplier of interpretive geologic maps to the energy industry, from detailed subsurface structure

and stratigraphy, to regional depictions reflecting production and activity. Data used to create and update these maps

and map services, covering most domestic conventional and resource plays, is available to clients in Geomap's Data

Center in Plano, Texas.

GeoMark Research, Providing quality geochemical data and knowledge, from a source you can trust. Science, done

right.GeoMark Research 78

OCU Meinders School 
of Business

23



Good Earth Rocks
Gallery

6 & 7
Good Earth Rocks Gallery in Oklahoma City's Automobile Alley is Oklahoma's premier store for all jewelry, fossils, gems,

minerals, crystals, and more!

GVERSE Geographix 59 & 60

GVERSE GeoGraphix was founded in Denver, Colorado to build the world's first geoscience software on Windows.

GVERSE GeoGraphix is the latest evolution in G&G software that delivers advanced geological and geophysical

interpretation at an exceptional price. The latest release includes cutting-edge features and tight integration in

geomodeling and geophysics, fast reservoir characterization, and a laser-like focus on the core workflows geoscientists

use every day.

Impac Exploration

Services LLC
99 & 100

Your client focused and Data driven provider for surface logging, geo steering, drilling and completions optimization

and oil field laboratory needs.

Kansas Geological
Society

18
The Kansas Geological Society is composed of geological professionals from across the country. The Society hosts many

educational lectures and social functions and maintains an impressive paper and digital library of Kansas geological

data.

Lumina 86

Lumina Geophysical develops technologies and software for seismic processing and seismic analysis and conducts

geosciences studies that vary from 2D/3D survey design, time and depth seismic processing, geophysical analysis, rock

physics and petrophysical analysis, regional interpretation studies, seismic inversion, AVO analysis and reservoir

characterization, combining expertise with the latest computer technology, the company has earned international

recognition for its new developments in high resolution reservoir characterization and quantitative interpretation.

MCWL Palladian 64 & 65
MCWL is an established service company with a fresh and innovative foothold in the future. Services include

muddloging, geosteerin, and wellsite geochemistry.

Mid-Continent

Exploration Group
98

The Mid-Continent Exploration Group is a consortium of independent Geoscientists specializing in prospect generation,

petroleum consulting, behind pipe evaluation, seismic analysis, and play appraisal. For more information on available

prospects and consulting opportunities, please visit MIDCONXGROUP.COM.

Mid-Continent

Geological Library
66

#1 data source for all your geological needs in Oklahoma & Texas Districts 9 & 10 with permanent ownership of

downloaded documents.

Minerally 14 & 15
Minerally is a small family business that provides high quality minerals and fossils. Follow us on Facebook to find us at

an event near you.

Neuralog 71

Neuralog remains the leader in data capture, conversion, and rapid analysis. Our log scanners and printers are used

worldwide by independents and large companies. Automated digitizing, curve calculations, volumetrics, and quick

correlations make geological interpretation fast and easy. Subscriptions, leases, and permanent installations are

available.

NodalSeismic is a full-service seismic acquisition company founded in 2010. Since then, the company has been

involved in O&G, CO2/gas storage, geothermal and mining projects providing 2,3,4D seismic data acquisition services.

We also can provide Project Management, Survey Design, Permitting, Field Survey, Seismic Acquisition and Seismic

Data Processing through one of our JV Partners.

The pioneers of reservoir intelligence, today we form a multidisciplined team of professionals who have analyzed both

core and logs of nearly every prospective and producing basin in the world. We have modeled the most prolific

American unconventional reservoirs from a 3D geological model to optimized fracture treatments to field development

plans.

NodalSeismic 19

NuTech 8

OCGS 17

The Oklahoma City Geological Society strives to advance the Geological Sciences and the profession of geology while

establishing standards of education, experience, and professional conduct in the practice of Geology. We provide

professional educational opportunities including luncheons and short courses along with networking and social

activities. The OCGS also provide mentorships and scholarships for students. Learn more at www.OCGS.org

Oklahoma Geological

Foundation
51 & 58

The mission of the Oklahoma Geological Foundation is to implement a model of excellence in Earth science education.

With the help and support offered through the foundation, we work with students, teachers, and community members

to make Earth science education a priority.

Oklahoma

Geological Survey
96

The Oklahoma Geological Survey is a state agency for research and public service located on the Norman Campus of

The University of Oklahoma and affiliated with the OU Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy. The Survey is

chartered in the Oklahoma Constitution and is charged with investigating the state's land, water, mineral, and energy

resources, and disseminating the results of those investigations to promote the wise use of Oklahoma's natural

resources consistent with sound environmental practices.

The Boone Pickens School of Geology (BPSoG) at Oklahoma State University School is housed in the Noble Research

Center, a 35,000 sq. ft research and teaching facility in Stillwater, Oklahoma. BPSoG is led by twenty-two faculty

dedicated to providing the highest quality education and offering interdisciplinary research in sedimentology/

(bio)stratigraphy, structural geology and tectonics, geophysics, paleontology, hydrogeology, remote sensing,

geochemistry, and geological engineering.

Oklahoma State
University

52

OSU Geology Student

Organizations
53 OSU geology student organizations including AAPG, SEG, GGAS, AIPF, OSUGS, & AWG

OU SEG Student
Chapter

56

SEG student chapters empower students to participate and spearhead projects that will address issues, challenges, and

opportunities related to the SEG's mission of promoting the science of geophysics. We currently have approximately 50

students (from both geology and geophysics) within the School of Geosciences who are actively engaged in our SEG

student chapter with active participation in most of our events. Our chapter is committed to helping our students while

carrying this momentum into the coming semester.

Pinson Well Logging 77
Established in 1985, Pinson Well Logging is a family owned and operated company. At Pinson Well Logging, we take

pride in the relationships we have established with our clients in the oil and gas industry. We provide comprehensive

geological services to enable optimal drilling placement to maximizes performance and minimizes risk.

http://www.ocgs.org/


Raptor Consulting Inc. 67
Raptor provides professional, high quality well site geology and geosteering services throughout the Untied States.

Services include mud logging, geosteering, data analystics, remote air monitoring, and safety training.

Rare Earth Mercantile 84 & 85

Founded in Oklahoma City, Rare Earth Mercantile offers a wide selection of curated natural home décor sourced from

around the globe. These timeless treasures include fossils from Madagascar and Morocco, Indonesian Petrified Wood,

Brazilian Agate, Mexican Onyx, one-of-a-kind natural stone jewelry and more. Shop with us online

at www.rareearthmercantile.com.

RevoChem provides reservoir characterization and monitoring by analyzing geochemical fingerprints from cuttings and

produced oils to quantify drainage frac height, production allocation, and well communication to optimize field

development, improve reservoir prediction, and EOR. We have characterized and monitored nearly 5,000 wells around

the world.

RevoChem, LLC 45

Founded in 2013 in Houston, Texas, ROGII provides upstream oil and gas operators with world-class software solutions

for real-time analysis, data automation, and operational efficiency for geology, drilling, and completions teams to use

on a customized cloud-based platform. With over 400 clients worldwide and over 35,000 wells drilled with our

solutions, we have a proven track record in more than 15 countries in a wide variety of plays, including tight shales,

carbonates, CBM/CSG, fluvial systems, heavy oil, and many more. ROGII is committed to providing an innovative and

customizable suite of applications that allow multidisciplinary teams to create the exact software platform they need

as oil and gas continue to evolve.

Sabata Energy Consultants is your one-stop shop for subsurface data and data services. Our database covers 40 US

states and 5 Canadian provinces. Check out our online directory to find oil & gas faster!

Enhance your exploration projects with Silverthorne Seismic. We've got you covered from Exclusive Seismic Brokerage,

2D and 3D Acquisition Design and Management, Data Forensics, Data Management & Digital Data Storage.

SIPES 3
Society for Independent Professional Earth Scientists. SIPES strives to be the pre-eminent organization for furthering

the professional and business interests of independent practitioners of the earth sciences.

Stratagraph Inc 72

Stratagraph is a pioneer in the mud logging industry. Provided services include mudlogging and gas detection,

geosteering, geochemistry, completion and production chemicals, Wellbore Placement, and unmanned gas detection.

Since 1961, Stratagraph has been providing quality, reliable and accurate data services throughout the Gulf of Mexico,

across North America, and overseas. This organization is also proud of its immense experience throughout Texas and

the many basins throughout North America.Stratagraph delivers outstanding service with industry-leading FID gas

detection and efficient data acquisition services. Stratagraph offers numerous geological services including

Geosteering, Mass Spec, FID, XRF analysis, cutting analysis, and much more.

Stratum Reservoir 80

Stratum Reservoir is an industry leader in rock, fluid, and stable isotope analysis for the energy, mining, and agricultural

industries. Our network of laboratories around the world, produces high precision analytical data that our global team

of subject matter experts use to deliver scientific insights that enable our customers to gain a thorough understanding

of their resources

TGS provides scientific data and intelligence to companies active in the energy sector. In addition to a global, extensive

and diverse energy data library, TGS offers specialized services such as advanced processing and analytics alongside

cloud-based data applications and solutions.

TGS 44

The Great Gutowsky 20 & 21

Tricon Geophysics, Inc. 57
Tricon Geophysics, Inc. is a full service seismic land and marine processing company with data centers in Houston and

Denver. Services include time and depth imaging, fracture analysis, pre-stack inversion, rock property prediction, AVO,

petrophysical analysis, pore pressure estimation.

The Tulsa Geological Society (TGS) is a non-profit organization of geologists and other geoscientists that share a

common interest in geology. Our purpose is to educate and disseminate knowledge of and interest in the science of

geology and related earth sciences, to promote the study and practice of earth sciences as a profession, and to

promote the advancement of earth sciences in all phases.

The School of Geosciences at the University of Oklahoma is a premier program where faculty, staff, and students work in a 

diverse range of geoscience fields related to Earth, energy, and the environment. We provide innovative educational and 

research experiences for the next generation of scientists. Society needs us – geoscientists in a variety of fields are critical as 

we work to provide natural resources for society, to address fundamental Earth sciences questions, and to solve some of the 

world’s most important challenges.

Tulsa Geological
Society

16

University of Oklahoma 75

University of Tulsa 76
TU’s Department of Geosciences offers unparalleled academic and research opportunities for students interested in

geology, geophysics, environmental geology and biogeosciences. Traditionally, our geosciences program focuses on

sedimentary geology and petroleum geophysics. Other department strengths include sedimentology, structural

geology, geochemistry, organic geochemistry, petroleum geology, Earth surface processes and igneous petrology.

US Coring 81
The worlds only proactive jam mitigation technology + full closure coring platform. Paired with our patented fluid

invasion deflectors and long run coring capabilities, our customer service is unmatched. CCUS, conventional or

unconventional, we deliver high quality core!

Wireline Logging Solutions provides Open-Hole Logging with the Compact Slim Tools, and Specialty Cased-Hole

Services, including Pulse Neutron logging, Compensated Neutron, Multi-Arm Calipers, and Magnetic Thickness Tools;

throughout the Permian.WE ARE WIRELINE!
Wireline Logging
Solutions

79

ROGii 50

Sabata Energy 
Consultants

Silverthorne 
Seismic LLC

69

49

“King of the Wildcatters”, Assaph “Ace” Gutowsky discovered The West Edmond Oil Fields in 1943. His amazing 

journey began as a young Ukrainian immigrant and became an American “Hero on the Home Front” helping allies win 

WWII. This powerful story is told by his granddaughter, Kim Gutowsky van der Wal.  

Core Lab 25

http://www.rareearthmercantile.com/


Moderated by David Sanger & Jim Bedford

8-8:05 Intro

Suzanne M. Rogers

Michael W. Smith

Kristie Ferguson 

9:35-10:00 Break

John McLeod 

Kathy Lippert

John Brett*, Ted Beaumont  

Moderated by Will Shaffer & Abidin Caf

8-8:05 Intro

Bryan Bottoms 

Shawn Maxwell*, R. Brito, G. Ritter, J. Sinclair, A. Leavitt, F. Liu and J. Bachleda 

Buddy Price 

9:35-10:00 Break

Rick Fritz*, Chris Johnson, & Mike Kuykendall 

Deborah Sacrey

Abidin Caf



Moderated by Garrett Powell & Tyler Gruenbacher

Intro

Brent Wilson

Nicholas Hayman

Catherine Donohe*, Adam Turner, & Alex Zumberge

Break

Richard Bishop* & Charles Sternbach

Christopher M. Smith*. Timothy M. Smith, Patrick S. Gordon, & Michael P. Smith 





Moderated by Troy Johnson & Jason Currie

Intro

Christopher M. Smith*, Timothy M. Smith, Patrick S. Gordon, Michael P. Smith, & Franek Hasiuk 

Brian W. Wilhite* & Tim Ruble

Break





Moderated by Joe Stone & Karelia La Marca

Joe Brevetti 

Brett Sanger

Walt Duncan

Break

Steven C. Agee, Ph.D.

Dana L. Murphy

Kevin Wutherich

Moderated by Cole Mount & Chris Wiggers

John McLeod 

Wahid Rahman, Ph.D.

Richard Brito*, Guanghua Xue, Cameron Cross, Cindy Guenard, John Sinclair, & Aaron Leavitt 

Break

Christopher M. Smith*, Richard Brito*, John Sinclair, Aaron Leavitt, Timothy Smith, Patrick Gordon, 

and Michael Smith



Carl Symcox*, R. Paul Philp

David Duarte*, Shuangyu Ge, Richard Brito, Geoff Ritter, John Sinclair, Aaron Leavitt, Jana 

Bachleda, & Faye Liu

Moderated by Hannah Morgan & David Lubo-Robles

Jake Walter*, Paul Ogwari, & Nick Hayman

Alexander Cordero* & Brett M. Carpenter

Priyank Jaiswal, PhD*, B. Springman, J. Walter, H. Daigle,  S. Verma, & J.M. Gregg

Break

Jennifer J. Adams*, Tim Ruble, Matt Flannery & Mark A. McCaffrey

Gabriel Gil* & Jeff Martin

Jamie M. Bowie*, Brett M. Carpenter, & Michael J. Soreghan



Moderated by Cam Thompson & John Dodds

Jan Dodson

Julie Garvin

Andrew Cullen

Break

Bruce A. Black, and Bruce H. (Buz) Black

Karelia La Marca*, Heather Bedle , Lisa Stright, & Kurt Marfurt 

Marcus Maas*, Marcus Vinicius Rodrigues Maas, Heather Bedle, Marcilio Castro de Matos



April Moreno-Ward, Karelia La Marca, & Heather Bedle

Sreejesh V. Sreedhar, Camalia C. Knapp, & James H. Knapp

Emily Jackson, Heather Bedle, & Thang Ha

Pamela Blanco Dufau & Heather Bedle

Przemyslaw Karcz, Grzegorz J. Nowak, Aleksandra Kozlowska, Marta Kuberska, & Barbara Massalska 

Cailin Stauffer, Ryan Cramer, Chloe Wild, & Aaron Ball

Thomas E. Moon & Steven L. Getz

Paul Ogwari, Jacob I. Walter, Isaac Woelfel, Andrew Thiel, Fernando Ferrer, & Xiaowei Chen

Rui Zhai

Andrew Hollenbach, Robert Goldstein, Sahar Mohammadi, Andreas Möller

Lonnie G. Kennedy

Emuobosa Patience Ojoboh, Heather Bedle, and Brett M. Carpenter

Ibukun Bode, Stephan Oborny, Franek Hasiuk, & Matt Joeckel

Andrew Cullen & David Hull



Diana Katerine Salazar Florez, Heather Bedle, & Brett Carpenter

Anna Turnini & Matthew Pranter

Benjamin L. Howard & Joe Bauman

Muhammed Jallow & Abdelmoneam Raef

Izabelle Buentello, Michael Grammer, & Yulun Wang



Year Discovered: 1905

Discovered by: H.B. Goodrich 

Producing discovery horizon: Sands at 860’

First production amount: 6 million cubic feet of gas per day

Historic Production #’s: Over 46 million barrels were produced in 1953

Total Production to Date: >740 Million Barrels

Producing horizons: Permian Pontotoc Group, Pennsylvanian Hoxbar, Deese, & Dornick Hills-

Springer Groups, Mississippian Sycamore, & the Ordovician Simpson

Trap: Structural Anticlines & Stratigraphic Traps

Fun Facts: Sholom Alechem is Hebrew for ‘Peace be with you,’

Sho-Vel-Tum (named in 1956 by the DOE) is an acronym for three of the older and larger producing

structures within the giant field including the Velma, Sholem Alechem, and Tatums Fields. However,

there are actually 31 smaller oil and gas fields within the giant. As production grew in these smaller fields

they eventually began to overlap resulting “Sho-Vel-Tum” as we see it today.

Back in 1903, H.B. Goodrich came to Ardmore as a geologist for the Santa Fe Railway and worked out the

geology near the Wheeler oil seep. His company, the Coline Oil Company, finally completed its discovery

well in October of 1905 at a total depth of 860 feet. Initial production was 6 million cubic feet of gas, with

oil production coming on a year later just below the gas. The Wheeler Field, was the first in the

conglomeration of Sho-Vel-Tum.

The Velma Field was discovered in July of 1917 by Texas Company after they drilled (and shot) a well at

472 feet that produced 10 barrels from a Permian sand. Sholem Alechem was discovered in December of

1923 by Humble Oil and Refining Company’s Jennings #1 where production came from a sand in the

Deese. Production was entirely from lenticular sandstones in the Hoxbar and Deese formations until

August 1947, when production from sandstones in the Springer formation were discovered on the north

flank of the field by the Stanolind Sims #1. The Tatums discovery well was completed January 14th 1927 by

the Magnolia Petroleum Company. It was the Pollock #1 with an initial production of 25 barrels. In 1933

the Carter Oil Company drilled a well that had 482 bbls/day from a sand at 2,750 making it the first big

producer.

Rutledge, 1954



Year Discovered: 1928

Discovered by: Indian Territory Illuminating Oil Company

First Well Name: Oklahoma City #1

Producing discovery horizon: Arbuckle Limestone at 6,624’

First production amount: 6,000 bbl/day

Historic Production #’s: By 1969 more than 735 million barrels of oil and more than 2 trillion 

cubic feet of gas had been produced

Producing horizons: Cambro-Ordovician Arbuckle as well as the Ordovician Oil Creek 

sandstone and Simpson “Wilcox” sandstone 

Trap: Structural Faulted Anticline

Fun Facts: The OKC Oil Field helped keep Oklahoma’s economy stable during the Great 

Depression.

The region around Oklahoma City had been subject to oil exploration for decades prior to December 4,

1928, when the Oklahoma City #1 was completed south of the city limits. This discovery opened the

Oklahoma City Field, which progressed so rapidly that by May 1930, it entered the city limits of Oklahoma

City.

Early in 1930 the Oklahoma City Council passed an ordinance limiting drilling to one well per city block

and restricting activity to specifically designated sections of the city. Legal challenges and flagrant law

violations led to chaos, followed by several instances of martial law being declared. In 1933, House Bill

Number 481 finally passed, imposing limitations on all oil produced in Oklahoma and bringing oil

production under some sort of control.

One of the most spectacular incidents in Oklahoma oil field development occurred when the Mary Sudik

Number One, on the south side of Oklahoma City, came in on March 26, 1930. The drilling crew lost

control of the well, and it sprayed oil across the countryside for as far as ten miles away until the rig was

capped on April 6. The "Wild Mary Sudik," as the well came to be called, was probably the most

spectacular well blowout in the state. Peak annual production from 1933 through 1937 within the field

ranged from fifty-one million to sixty-seven million barrels with strong production continuing until well

after World War II ended.

-Oklahoma Historical Society

Oklahoma Historical Society Lloyd E. Gatewood



Year Discovered: 1905

Discovered by: Robert Galbreath

First Well Name: Ida E. Glenn #1

Producing discovery horizon: Bartlesville sand at 1,481’

First production amount: 75-85 bbl/day

Historic Production #’s: 43,520,000 barrels in 1907 

Total Production to Date: >340 Million Barrels

Producing horizons: Pennsylvanian Bartlesville sandstone and Ordovician Wilcox sandstone

Trap: Stratigraphic pinch out

Fun Facts: Glenn Pool's production propelled Oklahoma into the nation's leading oil producer, a 

distinction held until 1928 where Tulsa was known as the “Oil Capital of the World”.

Robert Galbreath began looking for other oil prospects in the summer of 1901. In July he located a likely

location on the Ida E. Glenn farm, about twelve miles south of Tulsa, but delayed leasing until legal

restrictions on Indian allotments had eased. He and Frank Chesley spudded the Ida E. Glenn #1 in

autumn of 1905. The well was drilled in the utmost secrecy in an effort to avoid the type of chaos that had

followed the Red Fork discovery a few years earlier. Unfortunately, several oilmen were operating in the

area at the same time, and their activity, coupled with federal government regulations requiring drilling

on Indian allotments within ninety days of signing a lease, soon created the first gigantic oil boom in

Oklahoma history.

A number of prominent oil figures, including Harry Ford Sinclair, who later founded the Sinclair Oil and

Refining Company, and J. Paul Getty of Getty Oil Company fame, received their initial start during the

Glenn Pool boom. Oklahoma Natural Gas Company was founded and in 1907 built a pipeline from the

Glenn Pool to provide gas service to Oklahoma City.

-Oklahoma Historical Society

Oklahoma Historical Society

Wilson, 1929



Year Discovered: 1915

Discovered by: Wichita Natural Gas Company (now the Empire Gas and Fuel Company)

First Well Name: Stapleton #1

Producing discovery horizon: Ordovician Viola known as the “Stapleton Zone”

First production amount: 95 bbl/day from 600’ before being deepened to 2,500’ where it 

increased to 110 bbl/day

Historic Production #’s: The El Dorado oilfield produced 29-36 million barrels a day, equating 

to 64% of Kansas output and up to 9% of the national output during WWI

Total Production to Date: >300 Million Barrels

Producing horizons: Shallow Permian age sands that are gently folded over the deeper 

structure, the Viola, & St. Peter

Trap: Structural Anticlines

Fun Facts: In 1912, El Dorado had the first woman bailiff in Kansas and the US, Eva Rider. 

Mrs. Rider assembled the first women’s jury of Kansas, which was composed entirely of El 

Dorado women. 

Pioneers named El Dorado, Kansas, in 1857 for the beauty of the site and the promise of future riches but

not until 58 years later was black gold discovered when the Stapleton No. 1 oil well came in on October 5,

1915. El Dorado's leaders were envious when nearby towns found huge gas fields and thrived. John

Donley, an El Dorado barber, had tried to find either gas or oil in 1878 at a nearby site selected by a

spiritualist. He staked out a townsite and drilled 200 feet before running out of money. Wells in 1879 and

1882 produced only brine. In June, 1914, chafed over discovery of oil in nearby Augusta, El Dorado city

fathers contracted with Erasmus Haworth, soon to retire from his position as State Geologist, to perform

a geological study of the area. His field work outlined the El Dorado Anticline, which unsuccessfully was

drilled first in August, 1915. On abandonment, the Wichita Natural Gas Company purchased the lease

and drilled the Stapleton No. 1 oil well. More success followed and by 1918, the El Dorado produced 29

million barrels, almost 9% of the nation's oil. Earlier giant fields had hurt the price of crude oil but the El

Dorado came in as both World War I and the rapid popularization of motor transport made a market for

both light and heavy ends of the refinery stream. In late 1995, the El Dorado Field produced its 300

millionth barrel of oil. -USGS

Reeves, 1929 Kansas Historical Society



Year Discovered: 1912

Discovered by: Thomas B. Slick and C. B. Shaffer

First Well Name: Wheeler #1

Producing discovery horizon: Wheeler  sand at 2,347’

First production amount: 400 bbl/day

Historic Production #’s: 236 million barrels were produced by 1919 

Total Production to Date: >250 Million Barrels

Producing horizons: Pennsylvanian Layton, Jones, Wheeler, Prue, Skinner, Red Fork, and 

Bartlesville sands as well as the Ordovician Wilcox sandstone

Trap: Structural Anticlines

Fun Facts: Cushing is now a major trading hub for crude oil. 

This field, often called the Cushing-Drumright Field, is about twelve miles east of Cushing and one mile

north of present Drumright. After the discovery well was drilled, Slick managed to keep it a secret for

almost two weeks while he and his partner leased as much of the surrounding property as possible.

When word of the discovery leaked out, an oil boom erupted with the town of Cushing as its supply

center. In November of 1913, the Prairie Oil and Gas Company brought in a massive producer from the

Bartlesville sand at a depth of 2,600’. And in January of 1915, yet another prolific pay horizon was

discovered in the northern part of the field. Daily field production peaked in May of 1915 when 3,090

wells produced 310,000 barrels of oil.

Weirich, 1928

By the end of 1919 the Cushing-Drumright Field

had produced 236 million barrels of oil since its

discovery. In that same year the field produced 17

percent of all the oil produced in the nation.

Additionally, almost fifty refineries and ten

natural gasoline (casinghead gas) plants were

built in the area of the field, and numerous

pipelines made marketing Oklahoma oil much

easier than in the past. Moreover, Oklahoma

became the focus of national oil production just at

the beginning of World War I when a huge

quantity of petroleum was needed. -Oklahoma

Historical Society
Digital Prairie Ok



1. What is the deepest well in Oklahoma? 

2. What was Oklahoma’s first oil company? 

3. When was the first oil well drilled in Oklahoma? 

4. When was the first “commercial” oil well drilled in Oklahoma? 

5. How much crude oil and natural gas does Oklahoma have in reserves? 

6. When was the first commercial oil well drilled in Kansas? 

7. Where was the famous 1903 gas well drilled in Kansas containing significant amounts of 

Helium, known as “the gas that wouldn’t burn”? 

8. What are some of the famous fields in the Midcontinent that contain the largest reserves of 

Helium in the US? 

1. The 1974 Bertha Rogers No. 1 well in Washita County,  a 31,441 foot dry hole in the Anadarko 

Basin

2. Chickasaw Oil Company, organized in 1872 and encouraged individual citizens to develop 

natural resources.

3. In1889, a wildcatter named Edward Byrd secured mineral leases from the Cherokee Nation. 

He drilled his first well near present-day Chelsea in 1890, and found oil at a depth of only 36 

feet. His well produced about a half a barrel a day but his efforts were hampered severely by 

government regulation, inadequate transportation facilities and the lack of a readily 

accessible market. His Chelsea well is still celebrated as Oklahoma's first oil well.

4. After securing rights to explore in the Cherokee Nation, a small group of businessmen drilled 

on the west bank of the Caney River and found oil on March 25, 1897, at a depth of about 

1,300 feet. A few weeks later, Bartlesville residents gathered at the site to watch the 

“shooting” of the Nellie Johnstone No. 1, the future state of Oklahoma’s first commercial oil 

well, sometimes known as the “Bartlesville Gusher”.

5. 1.47 billion barrels & 35.5 trillion cu ft 

6. About 110 miles southwest of Paola, on November 28, 1892, after 22 days of difficult drilling, 

the Norman No. 1 well found oil at Neodesha. The first commercial oil well in Kansas was 

completed in a garden plot belonging to T.J. Norman, a local blacksmith. William Mills 

made the discovery along the banks of the Verdigris River. Since he had been drilling for 

natural gas (near natural oil seeps) he temporarily capped the well, which was about 830 

feet deep.

7. Dexter, KS. The entire town gathered at the well as the mayor made a speech proclaiming the 

wonders the well would bring. He then ordered a burning bale of hay to be placed in the well. 

Instead of the gas catching flame, as all expected, the fire on the bale was put out. This 

process was repeated several times, but always the flames would be extinguished. Dexter's 

dreams of becoming an industrial metropolis were blown out with them.

8. The Hugoton field, the Panhandle field in Texas, the Greenwood field in Kansas, and the 

Keyes field in Oklahoma. These contains unusually high concentrations of helium, from 0.3% 

to 1.9%
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